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Our together.
More pictures on page 3

Alpha Alpha has

LEFT: Mary Bastian

2013 Bastian speaker is Megan Norcia
Dr. Megan A. Norcia will be the
Mary Bastian keynote speaker at
the June 1 Alpha Alpha Awards
Breakfast. She is an associate
professor of English at the College
at Brockport. In 2010 She was
awarded the SUNY Chancellor's
award for Excellence in Teaching.
Her goal is to introduce students to
children's literature, and to foster a
learning environment where
students develop a facility for
thinking and writing about literature.

TOP BANNER: Chapter members with 25-58 years of membership shown in descending order—
Charter Members Fran Whited and Betty Vary, with Jeanette Banker, Anne O’Toole, Anne Abbey,
Gretchen Hughes, Joy Kinz, Linda Muto, Mary Duryea Merle, Maryanne Pietrzykowski, Linda Kotwas,
Mary Ingersoll, and Ena Farley. A list of all members with years of membership is found on page 4.
UPPER LEFT: Historical Records Chair Judy Fuller reviews International and Chapter history.
UPPER RIGHT: Shown after the initiation ceremony are new members and their sponsors – Dr. Frances
Moroney Whited, Dr. Dawn Jones, Mary Ann Geonie, and Joan Fenton.
BELOW: Elaine Leshnower and Bridget Bishop at history display developed by the Historical Records
Committee.
More pictures on page 3

From our President
Greetings, Alpha Alpha
Key Women Educators
...and Friends!
The past week has
brought renewed life to
many wonderful things:
the daffodils and
forsythia are finally
blooming; lawns are
greening and the snow
is gone (at long last);
Donna Noble
and leaves are
reappearing on bare branches. Soon, we’ll see
the lilacs! And I, too, had a ‘renewal’ as well, of
an old friendship, at the Pi State Spring
Convention in Buffalo. Jean Sekel, of Pi
Chapter and the Pi State Audit chair, was a
freshman when I was her sophomore RA at
Geneseo back in the ‘60s… we ‘found’ each
other when seated together at dinner on
Saturday evening. A small world and a big
treat for us!
Also at that convention, Alpha Alpha’s Dr. Ena
Farley was recognized for her 25 years in
DKG. Our Historical Records and Scrapbook
Committee presented their workshop,
“Remembering Remarkable Women” as well.
It was a special treat to have the City of
Buffalo light the Electric Tower in RED to
honor DKG that weekend! We were all
delighted to represent our chapter at this statewide event.

It was a delight to celebrate Founders’ Day on
May 1 with the initiation of some new Chapter
members! Mary Ann Geonie and Dr. Dawn
Jones, we are delighted to welcome you to
Alpha Alpha and to add your skills and talents
to this strong and dedicated group of
educators. My thanks to Linda Kotwas for a
lovely initiation ceremony.
Our celebration that evening also honored and
recognized two other women who have shown
remarkable dedication to Alpha Alpha. The
Chapter’s 2013 Outstanding Service Award
was presented to Gretchen Hughes, for her
steadfast service to Alpha Alpha over many
years. Gretchen has been a constant
supporter of our scholars, and she
continuously “yarns” – I mean, YEARNS -- for
their successes! We also presented Pamela
Eberhardt with a well-deserved Pi State
Woman of Distinction certificate. Treasurer
Pam has helped to reorganize chapter
finances as well as to contribute so much to
Historical Records’ work in preserving chapter
scrapbooks and memories.

dinner gathering for Pi State members, too,
and we can register for ALL this activity online.
Ah yes, on-line technology…DKG is seeking
input from all members about a potential use
of electronic voting so that all members could
participate in state and international DKG
elections. An Ad Hoc committee encourages
you to take an on-line survey which will soon
be emailed to you.
I join you in looking forward to our annual
Awards Breakfast on June 1 at the College at
Brockport’s New York Room. We will celebrate
the successes of our scholars; initiate Annie
Tran, an Alpha Alpha scholar and now a
Chapter member-to-be; and hear a keynote
message from Dr. Megan Norcia, associate
professor of English at the College at
Brockport.
Remember to bring cash or check (not
credit/debit cards) for the Silent Auction
(see p. 6) and join in the fun!

Another DKG event on the horizon this
summer is the Northeast Regional Conference
in Portland, ME, July 24-27. Please consider
joining some of us for this excellent
conference! If you are interested, let me know,
and I will be sure to connect all attendees with
event information. There will be a special

Donna

Panelists address undergrad concerns

Birthdays

Three of the panelists participating in a discussion at the College of Brockport on April 18
have ties to Alpha Alpha Chapter. Members Judy Fuller and Lisa Montanaro, as well as
scholar/chapter initiate Annie Tran discussed how to apply and present themselves when
interviewing for a teaching position, what skills teachers need in the classroom, what issues
they deal with, and how the College at Brockport helped them to prepare. Not on the panel,
but there as part of the
College faculty/staff were
Alpha Alpha members
Diane Maurer and Aggie
Seneway.

May
8 Tracy Maggio
21 Carol St. George
22 Mary Anne Pietrzykowski
24 Joan Fenton
28 Monica Cosgrove
29 Betsy Balzano

LEFT: Panelists Annie Tran, a
high school math teacher in
Rochester, and Judy Fuller, an
elementary teacher at Hilton’s
Quest School.
Photo by Alpha Alpha Member
Elaine Leshnower
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Say “Happy Birthday” to these Alpha Alpha
members in the near future:

June
8 Glynis Hunt
8 SusanDodge-PetersDaiss
9 Mary Merle (Duryea)
13 Anne O’Toole
23 Esther Denaro Maltese
24 Elaine Leshnower
29 Linda Kotwas

Bridget Bishop photo

Founders’ Day photo album

ABOVE: Joan Fenton, Fran Whited, and Scholarships and Awards Chair Monica
Cosgrove admiring a beautiful scarf created and donated by Gretchen Hughes
for the silent auction to be held at the scholar awards breakfast on June 1.

ABOVE LEFT: Historical Records Chair Judy Fuller presenting Fran Whited (back to camera) with historical
wall hanging; watching are Leah Barrett, Karen Velyk, and Jeanette Banker.
ABOVE RIGHT: Fran Whited with Pam Eberhardt who created the wall hanging incorporating historical
pictures.
BELOW: Recognition Committee Member Sue Genthner presenting 25-year commemoration to Dr. Ena Farley.
RIGHT: Chapter President Donna Noble
presenting Pi State Woman of Distinction
plaque to Pam Eberhardt during the session.
BELOW LEFT: Joan Fenton, Rosemary
Szulgit, Pam Quamo, Glynis Hunt, and
Historical Records Chair Judy Fuller
(standing) watching video clip featuring Anne
O’Toole from the chapter’s video history .
Recognizing the Recognition Committee
Thanks to Judy Wadsworth, Linda Kotwas, Mary Anne
Pietrzykowski, Donna Noble and Sue Genthner for
participating in the selection of this year’s Outstanding
Service recipient, Gretchen Hughes. Also, thanks to
Sue Genthner for presenting the years of membership
recognition.
Elaine Leshnower,
2013 Recognition Committee Chair

ABOVE: President Donna Noble (center) with Rosemary Szulgit, Linda Kotws,
Elaine Leshnower, and Gretchen Hughes, to whom she presented ‘Hugs &
Tissues’ awards for their service to Alpha Alpha Chapter.
Bridget Bishop photo
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LEFT & ABOVE: 2012 recipient Judy Wadsworth
presents 2013 Alpha Alpha Outstanding Service
Award to Gretchen Hughes; Gretchen holding
commemorative frame.

Alpha Alpha 2013
Membership Recognition
Initiated in 2012 – 1 year Anniversary
Leah Barrett, Lori Burch, Debra Koster

Alpha Alpha members attend
Pi State convention

Initiated in 2011 – 2 year Anniversary
Marjorie Emler, Tracy Maggio, Karen Velyk,
Emily Caton Volpe, Sarisa Zoghlin
Initiated in 2010 – 3 year Anniversary
Rosemary Callard-Szulgit, Susan Hildenbrand
Initiated in 2009 – 4 year Anniversary
Katie Andriatch, Lisa Montanaro,
Tammy Reddinger, Angelica Reyes-Sanzotta
Initiated in 2008 – 5 year Anniversary
Marjorie Focarazzo, Glynis Hunt, Pamela Quamo
Initiated in 2007 – 6 year Anniversary
Rosemary Custer, Mary Lou Galasso
Initiated in 2006 – 7 year Anniversary
Betsy Balzano, Joan Fenton,
Diane Maurer, Carol St. George
Initiated in 2005 – 8 year Anniversary
Brenda Beal, Laura Delehanty, Lynne Keefer,
Anita Mance, Christine Murray
Initiated in 2004 – 9 year Anniversary
Pam Eberhardt, Hon. Louise Slaughter, Colleen Tyler
Initiated in 2003 – 10 year Anniversary
Judy Wadsworth
Initiated in 2002 – 11 year Anniversary
Monica Cosgrove
Initiated in 2001 – 12 year Anniversary
Bridget Bishop, Donna Noble

Several Alpha Alpha members attended the Pi State convention held in Buffalo April 19-21.
ABOVE: At the convention, Dr. Ena Farley (holding certificate) was recognized for 25 years of membership in Delta Kappa Gamma.
Shown with her are Linda Kotwas, Gretchen Hughes, Elaine Leshnower, chapter president Donna Noble, Sue Genthner, and Bridget
Bishop.
BELOW RIGHT: Ena Farley and Alpha Alpha
President with new Pi State President Joyce
Tang who was initiated at the Presidential
Banquet on Saturday night.

Initiated in 2000 – 13 year Anniversary
Valerie Clark, Dina D’Aiuto, Jean Fuller,
Elaine Leshnower, Janet Winter
Initiated in 1997 – 16 year Anniversary
Judy Cantleberry, Esther Denaro Maltese

Photos by Bridget Bishop

Initiated in 1996 – 17 year Anniversary
Judy Fuller, Susan Genthner
Initiated in 1991 – 22 year Anniversary
Susan Dodge-Peters Daiss, Marjorie Searl,
Sr. Edwardine Weaver
Initiated in 1990 – 23 year Anniversary
Eunice Chesnut, Eileen Wuethrich,
Aggie Seneway (‘77-’7; ‘00-’13)
Initiated in 1988 – 25 year Anniversary
Ena Farley
Initiated in 1987 – 26 year Anniversary
Mary Ingersoll
Initiated in 1986 – 27 year Anniversary
Linda Kotwas, Nancy Padilla
Initiated in 1984 – 29 year Anniversary
Mary Ellen (Mitzi) Collins, Mary Duryea Merle,
Mary Anne Pietrzykowski
Initiated in 1981 – 32 year Anniversary
Linda Muto
Initiated in 1979 – 34 year Anniversary
Joy Kinz
Initiated in 1978 – 35 year Anniversary
Linda Bretz
Initiated in 1977 – 36 year Anniversary
Gretchen Hughes
Initiated in 1972 – 41 year Anniversary
Wyoma Best
Initiated in 1971 – 42year Anniversary
Anne Abbey
Initiated in 1964 – 49 year Anniversary
Jeanette D’Agostino Banker, Anne O’Toole
Initiated in 1955 – 58 year Anniversary
Betty Vary, Frances Moroney Whited

ABOVE: Pam Eberhardt, with Gretchen Hughes and Linda
Kotwas.
RIGHT: Pam Quamo, Judy Fuller, and Pam Eberhardt,
members of Alpha Alpha’s Historical Records Committee,
who repeated their popular session entitled ‘Remarkable
Women’ which they had presented last year at the Delta
Kappa Gamma International conference in New York City.
They shared how members have preserved chapter history
using video, scrapbooks, historical records, and handicrafts.
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myth

America’s

vs

public schools:

FACT

Public schools have long been seen as the great equalizer and bastion of democracy. Media
coverage would have Americans believe that their public schools are failing and need to be
replaced . This column will present the other side of the story—to look at the successes of
our public schools, the real issues they face, and the untruths being used to smear them.
- Judy Wadsworth, Editor

Children in older
homes in danger
of lead exposure
In a recent white
paper, retired RCSD
elementary school
principal Dr. Ralph
Spezio noted that
research has found
that even very low
levels of lead
exposure in preK
children produce
Ralph Spezio
serious, lasting
neurological damage
that interferes with the ability to learn,
creating an educational emergency
in America’s urban classrooms.
Dr. Spezio notes that the greatest
concentrations of lead poisoning in
NYS outside NYC are found in one of
36 zip codes; and more than 33% of
all African American children under
age 5 in NYS outside NYC live in one
of these affected areas.
He writes, “It is no coincidence that
the areas with the highest levels of
childhood lead poisoning are the
same neighborhoods plagued by the
violence and school failure that are
the documented symptoms of lead
poisoning. There is an educational
emergency in the urban classroom,
but the cause is primarily
environmental, and the solution
begins with adults in our society
ensuring the health and safety of all
our children!”
SOURCE: Ralph N. Spezio, Ed.D.
“Educational Emergency in the Urban
Classroom: Lead Poisoned Children in Critical
Condition?” 2012. Dr. Spezio can be contacted
at rspezio@yahoo.com.

Reformers blame educators
when students don’t learn, but…

Lead is a
criminal element

Research has identified lead as the villain behind
violent crime, lower IQs, and the ADHD epidemic.
Lead poisoning in young children leads to many
complications later in life. Violent crime rose
everywhere from 1960-1990, then fell dramatically.
There are many theories as to why: the economy,
crack epidemic, numbers of young men, and law
enforcement. However, the factor that best explains
this history is exposure to lead.
The biggest source of lead in the postwar era was
leaded gasoline which was used to prevent engine
knocking. Tetraethyl lead emissions explain 90% of
the variation in violent crime in America. Lead
emissions rose steadily from 1940-1970; then, as
unleaded replaced leaded gasoline, lead emissions
plummeted. Violent crime rates followed the same
pattern 20 years later; crime rates rose dramatically
between 1960-1990, and then began dropping
steadily. The two curves are almost identical, but
were offset by about 20 years, the time it took for a
generation of children to mature.
The reduction in use of leaded gasoline varied widely
among states after 1970, and in states where it
declined quickly, crime declined quickly 20 years
later. Use of leaded gasoline explains why murder
rates were once higher in big cities: big cities had
more cars in a small area with high densities of
atmospheric lead. As lead levels in gasoline
decreased, so did the difference in murder rates.
Lead causes neurological damage to children’s
developing brains at far lower levels than formerly
thought. Blood lead levels are measured in
micrograms per deciliter. The EPA states that there
is no safe concentration of lead in blood,. More than
535,000 U.S. children are now estimated to have
lead poisoning. Too much lead can harm developing
brains and can mean a lower IQ. That estimate
suggests a need for more testing and preventive
measures, some experts said, but budget cuts last
year eliminated federal grant funding for such
programs.

Not only does lead promote cell death in the developing
brain, but it blocks calcium absorption. Lead exposure
interferes with production of the brain's white matter, myelin,
which forms an insulating sheath around the connections
between neurons, thus preventing neurons from functioning
effectively. It causes permanent loss of gray matter in the
prefrontal cortex, which is associated with aggression control
as well as with emotional regulation, impulse control,
attention, verbal reasoning, and mental flexibility. And, the
neurological impact is greater among boys than girls. Even
the smallest blood lead levels create ADHD.
In late March, Dr. Ralph Spezio, local expert and crusader on
childhood lead poisoning, organized a discussion of the
effects of lead on student health and learning, as well as
possible treatments. More than 200 administrators and
teachers attended the seminar, “Educating Children Who
Have Been Poisoned by Lead“, that was sponsored by the
Rochester CSD and the Rochester Teachers Association.
The keynote address was delivered by Dr. Theodore Lidsky ,
Head, Laboratory of Electrophysiology; Director,e Center of
Trace Element Studies and Environmental Neurotoxicology;
Adjunct Professor; and Co-Director, Neuro-functional
Assessment Unit—all at Thomas Jefferson University School
of Medicine Department of Neurology. He identified possible
solutions to the academic problems and difficult behavior that
afflicts lead-poisoned children. He said conventional
psychiatric exams do not identify lead poisoning and as a
result, may result in an action plan that does not address the
underlying problem. Lead poisoning causes damage to
specific areas of the brain, so alternative approaches to
teaching can better help those afflicted adapt and learn. The
key is understanding the nature of the child's problem so a
specific plan can be developed.
The purpose of this symposium was to begin the discussion
of how educators can assess and diagnose the cognitive
impairments of lead poisoned children more accurately and
individually, then apply focused, appropriate interventions in
the classroom. Once undertaken, this initiative could lead to
the elimination of special education placement, as well as
research-informed paths for special education
declassification.

Sources:
Kevin Drum. “America's Real Criminal Element: Lead.” Mother Jones.com. January/February 2013 issue (includes
graphics showing direct relationships between leaded gas and violent crime and IQ).
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2013/01/lead-crime-link-gasoline
Rick Nevin. “How Lead Exposure Relates to Temporal Changes in IQ, Violent Crime, and Unwed Pregnancy.”
Environmental Research. May 2000
http://www.ricknevin.com/uploads/Nevin_2000_Env_Res_Author_Manuscript.pdf
Jessica Wolpaw Reyes. “Environmental Policy as Social Policy? The Impact of Childhood Lead Exposure on Crime.”
National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) Working Paper No. 13097. May 2007
http://www.nber.org/papers/w13097.pdf?new_window=1
Associated Press. “Lead Poisoning Toll Revised To 1 In 38 Young Kids.” NPR. April 4, 2013
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=176242014.
CDC report: http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr
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1st ever Alpha Alpha Silent Auction
to support our scholar awards funds
Saturday, June 1, 2013
during our Awards Breakfast
Cooper Hall, College at Brockport
8:30 – 11:30 am

Plan to come early and bid often.

Items for bid will be displayed with bid sheets
on which to write your name and bid price.
The last bid listed when bidding is closed purchases the item.
Items we already have for bidding:
Quilted place
mats

Frilled
handmade scarf

Jewelry
Gift certificate
Simply New York

Afghan
Gift certificate
Generosity Shop
Wine
basket

Ice cream
basket

Handmade
shawl
2 certificates
Designer Cupcakes
OR Cake
by Karen Velyk

Delta Kappa
Gamma bag

2 quilted
table runners

Jewelry
bag

2 dessert
wines

Gift certificate
Bad Apple
restaurant

Please contribute an item for bid to help make our first auction exciting.
Then bid on items to help make our fist auction successful.
To learn more, contact Scholarships & Awards Chair Monica Cosgrove
at 392-8706 or monica.cosgrove@gmail.com.
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Saturday, June 1, 2013
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
New York Room, Cooper Hall ~ The College at Brockport

Katharine M. Reichel Award ~ Dorothy E. Foster Award
Frances Moroney Whited Award ~ Mary I. Luskey Award
Clara D. Bishop Award ~ Lorraine A. Sherwood Award
Betty Vary Award ~ Ruth Morgan Apple-for-the-Teacher Award

Dr. Megan A. Norcia
Associate Professor of English
The College at Brockport

to support our AWARDS funds
Please join us and bring guests! Cost: $22 per person
Checks payable to ALPHA ALPHA
Reservations due by May 24, 2013 to Mary Ingersoll
173 Dewey Street, Churchville, NY 14428
293-2746 or marycing@rochester.rr.com

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Reservations for June 1, 2013 Awards Breakfast
_____ I will attend:
_____ Number of guests
Names:

____________________________

________________________________________________
I am also enclosing an additional contribution ($
) to help defray the costs
of award recipients’ breakfasts.
_____ I’m unable to attend, but wish to make a contribution to an award fund**
_____Total amount enclosed ( ____ x $22 per person; plus any contribution above**)
**Make checks payable to Alpha Alpha Chapter. Indicate specific award fund on subject line.
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Alpha Alpha Chapter, Pi State,
The Delta Kappa Gamma Society International

May 2013
Judy Wadsworth, Editor
judithw@frontiernet.net
2012-2014 Alpha Alpha Officers
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Parliamentarian
Past President

Donna Noble 377-0715
Judy Wadsworth 442-4737
Karen Velyk 334-7795
Pamela Eberhardt 889-2754
Anne O’Toole 637-6734
Sue Genthner 637-5103

INSIDE
1 – Alpha Alpha remembers
2 – From our president
Panelists address undergrad concerns
3 – Founders’ Day photo album
4 – Membership recognition
Pi State conference
5 – Myth Vs. Fact: Lead a criminal element
6 – June 1 Silent Auction announcement
7 – June 1 Awards Breakfast
REGISTRATION Form

NEXT NEWSWHEEL
DEADLINE: June 15
At any time, please forward items
you’d like included in the Newswheel
to the editor at the email address
listed above.

Pam Eberhardt receives Alpha Alpha 2013 Woman
of Distinction award at the Pi State Conference
Pamela Eberhardt is Alpha Alpha’s 2013 Woman of Distinction in recognition of her many
outstanding services to the chapter. Since her initiation into the chapter in 2004, Pam has
served the chapter with dedication and distinction. Pam has served two biennia as Chapter
Treasurer, handling that complex task with skill, foresight, and organization. She is also a
leader in her work with our Historical Records and Scrapbooking Committee. Pam played a
major part in putting together a superb DVD video history of our Chapter. Together with
scrapbooks that she updated and refurbished, the resulting historical record is priceless.
Pam also was a force
behind a Golden Gift
Grant request for this
historical preservation
project, and was a
presenter of the
resulting project at the
2012 DKG International
Convention, and at the
Pi State Convention
this spring.
Each year,
Pi State chapters
nominate women of
distinction to honor
at the state conference.

2013 Woman of Distinction Pam Eberhardt (right) with co-presenters Pam Quamo and Judy
Fuller of the Alpha Alpha Historical Records Committee. They shared how Alpha Alpha has
preserved historical records using a variety of media at the April Pi State conference held in
Buffalo.
Donna Noble photo

